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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS 

AR     Augmented Reality 

CAGR                Compound Annual Growth Rate 

CG     Computer Graphics 

CEO                   Chief Executive Officer 

HMD   Head Mounted Display 

IP                       Intellectual Property 

IT                       Information Technology 

METI                 Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 

MR               Mixed Reality 

RPG                  Role Playing Game 

VRCades          Virtual Reality Arcades 

XR               Cross Reality 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 
The purpose of this report is to act as a guide to the Virtual and Augmented Reality industry in Japan, and to locate 

opportunity spaces for European entrepreneurs and investors to connect with the market. AR and VR is still a nascent industry 

worldwide but Japan is already a primary market and an innovator particularly in the gaming field. 

 

Section one provides a broad overview of the Japanese VR & AR sector, setting out the key activities that Japanese VR & AR 

companies have been involved with in recent years. Next, we take a look at the VR & AR ecosystem in more detail in order to 

understand how Japan demonstrates its strengths in the industry. This part focuses on noteworthy developments in hardware 

and software, as well as diving deeper into the ways that VR & AR is being applied within both consumer and business spheres.  

 

In this section, we also explore the ways in which Japanese Universities and large corporations are helping to spur research 

and development in the field of VR & AR. Then, we offer a list of the most well-attended industry events with information on 

each. After this, we present the facts and figures behind the funding of VR & AR in Japan, looking at the prominent investors 

and which kinds of technologies are the main focus. Then, we provide an outline of the risks and barriers that are tied to the 

growth of Japan’s VR & AR industry. 

 

Section two looks at the internationalisation of the Japanese VR & AR sector, specifically covering the activities of foreign 

companies in Japan and observing how Japanese companies have expanded overseas or how they plan to expand overseas to 

seek out new growth opportunities.  

 

Finally, we offer an overview of the opportunities available to European SMEs along with our recommendations for how to 

successfully enter the VR & AR market in Japan. At relevant points throughout the report, we also include the results of one-

to-one interviews conducted with professionals working within Japan’s VR & AR industry, lending their views and practical 

advice. 

 

This report serves as a guide that maps out the overall state of Japan’s VR & AR industry, enabling deeper understanding of 

the market from both a practical and cultural perspective. It will also allow professionals to gain necessary knowledge and 

inspiration to pursue related business opportunities.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Status of Japan’s AR & VR Industry 

  

● The domestic VR & AR industry was worth €107.9 million in 2016 and is set to grow to €1.6 billion by 2020 

● Gaming and Entertainment comprise the largest industry segments for VR & AR in Japan 

● There is notable Japanese expertise in VR & AR but it has not yet become globalised enough to be truly competitive 

● Based on our interviews with experts in the field, most Japanese VR & AR companies started releasing products from 

2016, so the industry is still at an early stage 

 

Funding and investment 

  

● A handful of Japanese companies fund domestic VR & AR ventures. Most of them are gaming companies but larger 

Japanese corporates also invest in startups including those working with VR & AR 

● Investments in new VR & AR technologies are usually sought from overseas markets when they go beyond the seed 

stage 

● It takes time to build up a relationship with investors before pitching to them and convincing them to invest 

 

Barriers to Growth 

 

● There is a focus on catering primarily to a Japanese audience, for instance with Virtual YouTubers (VTubers) 

● Currently, only large Japanese companies are getting involved with AR & VR and only a handful of smaller ventures 

experience success, with many closing down before obtaining funding. Finding ways to monetise products can be an 

issue. It is also difficult to be appealing outside of the entertainment sector 

● There is a lack of development geared towards domestic VR headsets, with leading foreign names such as Oculus and 

HTC VIVE being used instead 

● In gaming, the existing devices used often cannot process the amount of data needed to power the software 

effectively 

 

Internationalisation & Opportunities for European Startups 

 

● Localising products and product guides for a Japanese audience is essential, whilst maintaining your core brand 

identity 

● Appointing local representatives in Japan can help with sales efforts 

● At present, there is a lack of small and innovative European VR & AR ventures operating in Japan 

● Tokyo 2020 presents an opportunity for foreign companies to offer products that link VR & AR with sports-based 

entertainment 

● Advances in 5G technology means that there will be wider scope for more effective VR & AR-enabled mobile content. It 

is expected to be available from 2020 
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INTERVIEWEES 

Shinichi Emoto 
Director, VR Studio - GREE 
http://vr.gree.net/ja/  
 
Shinichi Emoto is the Director of GREE’s VR Studio. GREE is one of the leading social gaming companies in Japan, primarily 
producing high quality content for mobile devices, such as RPGs and puzzle-based games. Emoto has been leading the team at 
GREE VR Studio since 2016, before which he took on several other roles within the business including; Director of Social 
Networking Service Development, and Art Unit Director / Associate Director of the Game Studio. He also has nine years 
experience of working for NEC, a large IT corporation. 
 

Etsuji Kameyama 
AR Expert / Director - Knowledge Works 
http://development.blog.shinobi.jp/ (blog) 
 
Etsuji Kameyama has been involved with AR development since 2009. He is the Director of Knowledge Works, Inc., one of the 
leading companies providing AR solutions, with an aim of adding heuristic value to clients across various sectors. Kameyama has 
authored books and regularly offers presentations on AR as well as VR, MR and XR. His original materials help a wide range of 
companies and professionals in Japan to make sense of this growing technological area.  
 

Mir Naushawran 

Head of Global - STYLY (Psychic VR Lab) 

http://styly.cc/ 

 
Mir Naushawran launched STYLY through Psychic VR Lab in 2017. The lab contributes cross-industry solutions using VR 
technology. The company also holds the annual NEWVIEW Awards, alongside Parco department stores and creative agency 
Loftwork, Inc. Prior to his role at STYLY, Naushawran spent four years as a Global Strategist for DeNA (Japan’s largest mobile 
gaming platform), and some time as an IP Marketing Analyst for GREE (Japan second largest Mobile gaming Platform). He was 
born and raised in Japan and speaks Japanese, English, Hindi, Arabic, Punjabi and Urdu.  
 
Feel free to get in touch with Mir for more information on the Japanese VR/AR industry via his LinkedIn or Facebook page: 
 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/nausharwan-mir-b629873a/   
 Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/nausharwan.mir?ref=br_rs   
 

Naoji Taniguchi 
CEO - HoloEyes 
https://xr.holoeyes.jp  
 
Naoji Taniguchi is the Founder & CEO of HoloEyes, a medical VR startup established in 2016. Having received more than $1.6 
million in funding, the company develops solutions using virtual reality to help doctors and surgeons to perform medical 
examinations in greater detail, reducing operation times and minimising risk. The software can also be used as a training tool. 
HoloEyes serves twenty-five client hospitals in Japan. Prior to this, Taniguchi was working as an app and game developer. 
 

 
 

http://vr.gree.net/ja/
http://development.blog.shinobi.jp/
http://styly.cc/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nausharwan-mir-b629873a/
https://www.facebook.com/nausharwan.mir?ref=br_rs
https://xr.holoeyes.jp/
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VR vs. AR - WHAT DIFFERENTIATES THEM? 

Augmented Reality (AR) is technology which allows for CG graphics to appear over real environments. The CG elements are 

displayed via a device such as a smartphone, tablet or smart glasses. AR tends to be location-based and reveals graphics or 

messages according to the user’s GPS position. But this is not always the case. Sometimes graphics appear as a result of direct 

user interaction. One example of location-based AR is Yahoo! Japan’s overlay for its maps service on iOS. This overlay enables 

users to see their route marked out with cute digital characters and signposts when they hold their smartphone up in front of 

them. The Pokémon GO app is an extremely popular global example of location-based AR, in which various Pokémon can be 

encountered and caught as the user moves from one place to another.  

 

 

The Pokémon Go app1 

 

On the other hand, Virtual Reality (VR) refers to wholly computer-generated interactive environments in which the participant’s 

actions translate directly into graphic information. For instance, Bandai Namco, one of Japan’s biggest names in gaming, runs 

VR arcades (VRcades) which offer immersive gaming and feature famous titles like Mario Kart. Another example is First Airlines 

is a travel company that offers ‘flights’ around the world through VR devices, coupled with regional cuisine for an authentic 

experience.  

 

Mixed Reality (MR) or Hybrid Reality, is a concept in which completely unique environments are produced through the merging 

of VR & AR technologies. For instance, in 2018 Microsoft released an MR headset and accompanying software under their 

                                                 
1
 Pixabay. https://pixabay.com/en/pokemon-pokemon-go-mobile-trends-1581771/  

https://pixabay.com/en/pokemon-pokemon-go-mobile-trends-1581771/
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Windows Mixed Reality offering. This scans the user’s physical surroundings and incorporates that information into an immersive 

virtual experience.  

 

 

OVERVIEW OF THE VR & AR MARKET IN JAPAN 

Whilst the global VR & AR market was worth an equivalent of ¥732 billion (€5.6 billion) in 2016, Japan’s VR & AR market was 

worth around ¥14.1 billion (€107.9 million)2. This figure is estimated to grow to ¥211.1 billion (€1.6 billion) by 2020. The growth 

of the AR market in Japan is currently following the overall global trend, with an expected CAGR of 41.4% between 2017 and 

2021. There is still a lot of room for innovation and development in Japan, both in terms of AR and VR, the latter of which has a 

predicted CAGR of 25.7% over the same time period. When we interviewed Etsuji Kameyama, he told us that he first became 

interested in AR and VR as early as 2009. The technologies were first used around 2011 in Japan but there were a lot of limitations 

as it was still the era of PC. Things started to evolve when companies started producing headsets. Globally, usage of AR is 

expected to significantly overtake that of VR by 2021, but this increase will be comparatively exponential in Japan. By 2022, Digi-

Capital estimate that Japan will be the third-largest market for VR & AR in terms of revenue3. Cabled VR headsets will be far 

more commonplace in Japan, where there are development initiatives in place for this technology. Usage of stand-alone 

headsets, however, will be marginal compared with the expected global figures. On the other hand, the proportion of stand-

alone AR headsets in Japan is set to outperform the worldwide average.4 On the whole, Japan has developed strength both in 

terms of being a key producer of VR & AR hardware and content, and also in terms of its consumer market. China, on the other 

hand, represents the world’s largest consumer market, so for VR & AR it remains significantly stronger on the consumption side 

by default. Japan is often considered separately from the overall ‘Asia Pacific’ region due to its unique characteristics.  

                                                 
2
 JETRO. 2017, October - https://www.jetro.go.jp/ext_images/en/invest/attract/pdf/mr_VR_AR_en.pdf  

3
 Digi-Capital. 2018, May 3rd - https://www.digi-capital.com/news/2018/05/china-could-beat-america-in-ar-vr-xr-long-term/  

4
 IT Media. 2018, February 1st - http://www.itmedia.co.jp/news/articles/1802/01/news155.html   

https://www.jetro.go.jp/ext_images/en/invest/attract/pdf/mr_VR_AR_en.pdf
https://www.digi-capital.com/news/2018/05/china-could-beat-america-in-ar-vr-xr-long-term/
http://www.itmedia.co.jp/news/articles/1802/01/news155.html
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The uses of both VR & AR can be split into two key categories; consumer and business. Besides Japan’s burgeoning VR & AR 

gaming and entertainment scene, there is also a growing demand for relevant solutions across a wide range of sectors. These 

include, but are not limited to; sports, healthcare, travel, socialising, training and food. Japanese companies are starting to 

gravitate more towards the development of practical, analytical uses for VR & AR, the purpose of which may be to enhance 

existing safety measures, help navigate intricate spaces or maximise design processes, for example. Some companies are even 

implementing the technology to assess and train their employees. Japanese companies are also partnering with overseas players 

in the industry to increase their stake in the field. Recent deals include a collaboration between Honda and Dreamworks, as well 

as a partnership between Tokyo VR Startups and Microsoft BizSpark.  

 

Although the vast majority of VR & AR startups are based in hubs like Silicon Valley, Japan is home to some innovative companies 

working in this area. Much of the research on this topic is still being carried out with the cooperation of seasoned academics at 

Japanese universities. They are keen to share their knowledge through scientific and social experimentation. Notable universities 

that have launched initiatives in VR & AR include; University of Tokyo, RIKEN, Kyoto University and Ritsumeikan University. 

Organisations, such as the Virtual Reality Society of Japan (VRSJ), are also helping to bridge the knowledge gap. VRSJ was founded 

in 1996 and promotes cooperation in VR through academic journals, workshops, competitions and international collaborations. 

Key foreign companies, such as Microsoft and Dell, are also involved with VRSJ’s activities. Some of the notable Japanese players 

in VR & AR include; NEC, Fujitsu, FOVE, Honda, Olympus, and Alps Electric. The software side features names such as GrapeCity, 

Cluster and HADO (Meleap Inc.)  

NOTABLE COMPANIES AND STARTUPS BY SEGMENT 

Hardware 

According to Canalys5, a firm focusing on new technology research, sales of headsets in Japan exceeded 1 million in Q3 2017. 

They were dominated by Sony with PlayStation VR, followed by Oculus whose sales have been boosted by the price cut on the 

Oculus Rift. The growing success of VR headsets is strongly linked to Japan’s gaming culture, say Canalys researchers. Japan has 

also seen a boom of virtual reality experience zones with the world’s biggest being situated in Shinjuku, Tokyo. AR headsets add 

visual simulation or content to the user’s environment. They are not limited to gaming but also find usage in education and 

industry for example. Microsoft Hololens, Magic Leap Lightwear or Google Glass are big names in this segment. On the other 

hand, VR headsets completely cover the eyes for a truly immersive experience, and at present are mainly used for gaming but 

have also found applications elsewhere, such as in military and medical training.  

 

                                                 
5 Canalys, News. 2017. November 27th - https://www.canalys.com/newsroom/media-alert-virtual-reality-headset-shipments-top-1-

million-first-time 

https://www.canalys.com/newsroom/media-alert-virtual-reality-headset-shipments-top-1-million-first-time
https://www.canalys.com/newsroom/media-alert-virtual-reality-headset-shipments-top-1-million-first-time
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VR headsets were first sold at the beginning of 2016 but due to the high price tag that had been set for Oculus and HTC, they 

failed to attract a large audience and were mostly bought by avid gamers and early adopters. The PlayStation VR headset was 

released in late 2016 and was priced lower than competitors, which contributed to placing Sony as a market leader. In September 

2018, Sony’s CEO Kenichiro Yoshida confirmed that despite some limitations with the VR kits currently on the market, they are 

set to see clear improvements in the near future. He agreed that the lack of capability to curb motion sickness is still very 

prevalent.6  

 
According to a study by IDC, a company that specialises in market intelligence on the technology sector, the Japanese market 

will see a stronger upward trend towards buying VR headsets compared with the rest of the world. In comparison, AR is moving 

slowly and there will not be much improvement in the market share of standalone VR headsets - the progression of these will 

be limited compared to the rest of the world. People who have already experimented with VR & AR devices already have a 

favourable attitude towards the use of these technologies. The chart below presents the estimated market share of each VR & 

AR headset by type. There are currently a dozen headsets on offer and it is difficult to predict which one will become most 

popular, but companies such as Oculus have launched easier-to-use devices at lower price points, as in the case of the Oculus 

Go. As the market is saturated with early adopters, the challenge lies in democratising the headsets. Tethered VR headsets will 

continue to dominate the Japanese market as they offer the best VR experience. The estimate for Japan is three times the 

worldwide average. 

 

 

 

 

 

  Type 2017 2021 

                                                 
6
 Upload VR. 2018. September 3rd - https://uploadvr.com/sony-ceo-on-vr-you-will-see-the-change-and-improvement/  

https://uploadvr.com/sony-ceo-on-vr-you-will-see-the-change-and-improvement/
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AR Headsets 

Screenless viewer7 0.0% 0.00% 

Standalone HMD 3.2% 6.90% 

Tethered HMD 0.1% 0.40% 

 

VR Headsets 

Screenless viewer 23.6% 17.70% 

Standalone HMD 1.5% 2.40% 

Tethered HMD 71.6% 72.50% 

Shipment Estimates   30000 1080000  

Source: IDC https://www.idcjapan.co.jp/Press/Current/20180116Apr.html 

 

 

Japanese VR & AR hardware manufacturers 

 

Consumer Solutions 

 

Sony: For the Players 

 

Among the Japanese hardware manufacturers, Sony dominates both globally and within Japan. Sony benefits from VR headset 

synergy with its PlayStation gaming offer and the device is often cited as the most interesting when considering value for money. 

However, it is not at all certain whether Sony will retain its position as leader because of price cuts and the availability of product 

offerings especially with the number of standalone headsets on the market. The PlayStation VR headset is also very focused on 

gaming itself. On the other hand, non-gamers and industries are likely to opt for something more universal. 

 

Enterprise Solutions  

 

Toshiba: Enterprise Smart Glasses 

 

Toshiba launched its Windows-powered smart glasses in March 2017. They come with a mini Windows 10 Pro PC. The glasses 

are especially useful in situations where workers need to communicate remotely and can be used to send documents to 

colleagues with annotations for reference. They were built using technology introduced by multinational Vuzix.  

 

Canon: Mixed Reality (MR) Head Mounted Display 

                                                 
7 Screenless viewers are mostly smartphone enabled 

https://www.idcjapan.co.jp/Press/Current/20180116Apr.html
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Canon developed the MREAL, a head mounted display device that offers a system for Mixed Reality. It mainly targets businesses, 

especially those in the construction and automotive industries to help increase productivity and streamline workflows. In the 

automotive sector, the MREAL enables professionals to create a virtual automotive manufacturing environment to experience 

the car’s technology from inside a car chassis. Jeppe Frandsen, Head of the Production Printing Group at Canon Europe 

comments: 

 

“Canon no longer sees print as a manufacturing industry, but as a true service sector and it is working closely with B2B 

customers to build solutions that make the most of their combined expertise,”. 

 

Epson: A first-mover in smart glasses for business 

 

Epson Moverio AR glasses are used for industrial applications but also in sports and to enable enhanced drone flying. Epson was 

one of the first manufacturers to enter the AR glasses arena with its Moverio product, which is popular among businesses as 

well as independent software vendors. At the end of 2017, the company announced that production would increase in order to 

meet growing demand and that it would also cut the price of the enterprise version. The company commented:  

 

“Over the next eighteen months Epson expects to see a significant rise in augmented reality applications in the workplace 

and we are keen to see as many companies as possible benefit from the advantages offered by our market-leading 

augmented reality smart eyewear.” Epson is open to collaborations with external companies and they recently 

collaborated with BeyondXR, an immersive content creation software company based in Israel. 

 

Fujitsu: A device with interactive service 

 

Fujitsu launched its IOT001 Head Mounted Display in 2016, which includes a wearable keyboard and mainly targets enterprises. 

In 2017, Fujitsu launched ServiceNow to offer workers in the field real-time assistance. 

 

Konica Minolta: Holographic technology 

 

Konica Minolta created smart glasses using holographic optical technology that primarily targets enterprise customers. Like its 

competitors, the device aims to reduce inefficiencies and help remote workers to accomplish tasks. 

 

 

 

 

Miscellaneous 

 

http://www.canon.co.uk/about_us/press_centre/press_releases/business_solutions_news/2h15/b2b_expo_paris_2015.aspx
http://www.byondxr.com/
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NEC 

 

The company developed a few systems utilising AR including wireless earphones that give a “voice” to objects. This technology 

could be used at promotional events where posters could talk to visitors for example.  According to the General Manager of 

NEC’s Business Development Division: 

 

"NEC is aiming to commercialize this technology as a hearable platform service that combines ear acoustic 

authentication with indoor positioning, vital sensing and other technologies by the end of FY2018.” 

 

NEC also created a user interface which can display an augmented-reality keyboard on a person’s forearm. 

 

Other companies providing VR & AR hardware 

 

Company Name Device Description Released Website 

 
Koei Tecmo 

 
VR Sense 

Virtual Reality Arcade, 
with built-in gimmicks to 

engage the five senses 

 
2017 

http://www.ga
mecity.ne.jp/v

rsense/  

 
Cerevo 

 
Taclim VR Shoes / Gloves 

Collaboration with Nidec 
that allows gamers to 

‘feel’ their VR 
experiences, such as the 
texture of grass or sand 

 
2018 

https://taclim.
cerevo.com/en

/  

 
AOI 

 
VR Dream Match 

 

Headset that recreates 
the sensations of a live 

baseball match 

 
2017 

https://www.a
oivr.jp/dream

match/  

 
Nidec 

 
AR glasses 

Developed for cyclists as a 
hands-free tool 

 
2017 

https://www.n
idec.com/en-

NA/  

 
 

FOVE 

 
Eye-tracking Head Mounted 

Display 

Uses foveated rendering 
to track the user’s eye 

movements. This helps to 
reduce motion sickness 

 
 

2017 

 
https://www.g

etfove.com/  

 

 

 

 

 

Companies providing components for AR/VR devices 

 

http://jpn.nec.com/press/201511/20151105_04.html
http://www.gamecity.ne.jp/vrsense/
http://www.gamecity.ne.jp/vrsense/
http://www.gamecity.ne.jp/vrsense/
https://taclim.cerevo.com/en/
https://taclim.cerevo.com/en/
https://taclim.cerevo.com/en/
https://www.aoivr.jp/dreammatch/
https://www.aoivr.jp/dreammatch/
https://www.aoivr.jp/dreammatch/
https://www.nidec.com/en-NA/
https://www.nidec.com/en-NA/
https://www.nidec.com/en-NA/
https://www.getfove.com/
https://www.getfove.com/
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Company Name What they provide Website 

 
Japan Display, Inc. 

(JDI) 
 

 
High-transmittance Colour Transparent 

Display 
 

 
http://www.j-display.com/english/  

 
TDK 

 
Sensors for VR glasses 

 
https://product.tdk.com/info/en/pr/se

nsor/wearable/index.html#con02  
 

 
 

Alps 

 
Components for smart glasses, 

including holographic units 
 

 
https://www.alps.com/  

 
Citizen 

 

 
Micro display solutions for VR & AR 

devices 

 
http://cfd.citizen.co.jp/english/prod-

tech/product/micro_display.html  
 

 
 

Murata 

 
Motion sensors, crystal units, timing 

devices - also released a pair of smart 
glasses in 2015 

 

 
https://www.murata.com/en-us  

Kionix Motion sensors for consumer 
electronics 

https://www.kionix.com/  

 
 

Rohm 

 
Integrated Circuits (ICs), 

semiconductors, and other electronic 
components 

 

 
 

https://www.rohm.com/  

 

 

 

Consumer Applications of VR & AR 

Entertainment 
 

http://www.j-display.com/english/
https://product.tdk.com/info/en/pr/sensor/wearable/index.html#con02
https://product.tdk.com/info/en/pr/sensor/wearable/index.html#con02
https://www.alps.com/
http://cfd.citizen.co.jp/english/prod-tech/product/micro_display.html
http://cfd.citizen.co.jp/english/prod-tech/product/micro_display.html
https://www.murata.com/en-us
https://www.kionix.com/
https://www.rohm.com/
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Although VR professionals are working to implement solutions across a variety of sectors, entertainment comprises a significant 

proportion of the industry, primarily for VR but not AR. Since Japanese gaming companies are among the most notable globally, 

they have been naturally developing offerings that incorporate VR. PlayStation (Sony) maintains the highest market share in the 

home entertainment market, with PSVR Worlds being one of the most popular games. On the other hand, and perhaps more 

successfully at present, both Bandai Namco and SEGA have been engaging audiences outside of the home space - namely 

through their so-called ‘VRarcades’, which have a much higher degree of popularity within Japan than Europe. Other forms of 

VR entertainment are also popular among Japanese consumers, who tend to be attracted by limited-time experiences.  

 

2016 and 2017 saw a significant boom in the number of VRcades. These are purpose-built showcase spaces, created to 

demonstrate technological advances that are bridging VR and gaming. VRcades also provides an arena for the reimagining of 

existing games for an audience that revels in trying out cutting-edge technologies. For instance, VR Zone in Shinjuku8, operated 

by Bandai Namco features VR experiences within popular franchises such as Mario Kart, Dragon Ball, Dragon Quest, Evangelion 

and Godzilla. VR Zone Shinjuku has a choice of four different tickets, Red, Blue, Yellow and Green. The Green ticket allows access 

to one of three experiences, including Ski Rodeo - a skiing simulator. The VRcades are run primarily by either Bandai Namco and 

SEGA. During 2018, however, innovations in this area appear to have slowed somewhat, with other non-arcade based VR 

experiences being favoured. VR Zone has managed to attract and maintain a fair amount of attention as a primary VR gaming 

hub9. In 2018, SEGA set up a fully immersive zombie shooting VR experience within their ‘Zero Latency’ area at the Joypolis 

amusement park. Zero Latency is a free roaming space designed to accommodate team gaming. Shibuya in Tokyo is also home 

to the Adores VR Park10, which features a number of different VR experiences, including one created with German VR company 

ICAROS11. This is one way in which companies that run more traditional arcades are seeking to modernise and revitalise the 

market. The HTC VIVE headset is proving to be especially popular at VRcades. 

 

                                                 
8
 VR Zone Shinjuku. https://vrzone-pic.com/shinjuku/en/  

9 Techcrunch. 2016. September 29th - https://techcrunch.com/2016/09/21/virtual-reality-in-japan/  
10

 Adores VR Park - https://www.adores.jp/vrpark/  
11

 ICAROS - https://www.icaros.com/  
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Joypolis VRcade in Tokyo12 

 

US-based TYFFON Inc13. a subsidiary of Disney that won first place in the Disney Accelerator Programme in 2014 has teamed up 

with Tokyu Recreation to expand into the Japanese market. The company creates personalised magical experiences through the 

use of MR and has taken their ‘Magical Reality Theater’ experience to Location VR in Shibuya, Tokyo, starting from July 201814. 

Wright Flyer Live Entertainment released an app called ‘Reality’ in August 201815. The service is a platform from which VTubers 

(vloggers with VR avatars) can live stream their content within a social community of fans. VTubers can monetise by producing 

3D gifts that can be purchased by others. Fans can gift items to VTubers and comments appear on-screen over videos. 

Collaborations between VTubers are also encouraged and since there is no monopoly, users are permitted to use other platforms 

as well as Reality to distribute their content16. Screen sharing app Mirrativ has also developed software that relates to the boom 

in VTuber activity. ‘Emomo’ (Emotional Modelling)17takes a user’s voice and analyses the tone and emotions behind it, applying 

meaningful actions and expressions to a selected virtual avatar character in real time18. In our interview with Shin Enomoto from 

GREE, we talked about the VTuber phenomenon in Japan. In addition to VR games, GREE VR Studio also promotes and invests 

in VTuber technology. The company launched the VTuber Fund in April 2018 to back VTube creators, Emoto considers them to 

be one of the most significant innovations in the VR field in the past few years. 

 

When we spoke with Mir Naushawran from Psychic VR Lab, he told us about the company’s STYLY offering, which acts as a 

distribution platform for VR content creators who want an easy way to share their work. STYLY can be used by anyone, regardless 

                                                 
12

 Flickr. Accessed 2018. October 9th -  https://www.flickr.com/photos/dannychoo/7773732320  
13

 TYFFON Inc. - http://www.tyffon.com/  
14

 VRon WebMedia. 2017. July 26th - https://vron.jp/2018/07/26/tokyu-tyffon/  
15

 Wright Flyer Entertainment - https://le.wrightflyer.net/reality/  
16

 VR Inside. 2018. August 8th -  https://vrinside.jp/news/post-141462/  
17

 Mirrativ (Emomo) - https://www.mirrativ.co.jp/emomo  
18

 Techwave. 2018. August 1st - https://techwave.jp/archives/mirrativl-starts-vtuber-function-emomo.html  
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of their technical expertise. He cited Wordpress as a similar example, as its users do not require any coding experience to create 

a website. With 60-70% of its user base being outside Japan, the advantage that STYLY brings is that content creators can also 

discuss their uploads with peers as part of an integrated online community. Naushawran stated that although entertainment is 

the largest sector for VR within Japan, the country’s gaming industry only contributes to 10-15% of the global total (this includes 

idol-based entertainment such as VTubers). He estimates that during the next three to five years, once the technology has 

become more established, we are likely to see a shift towards more industrial solutions. 

 

In January 2017, Osaka-based Universal Studios Japan set up a VR rollercoaster ride based on hit anime Evangelion called 

Evangelion: You Can (Not) Survive XR Ride. It featured familiar scenes from the story that fans could engage with. The ride 

attracted a lot of attention so MAGI Mobile also developed an accompanying app with related mini-games that would keep 

visitors entertained while they waited in the queue19.  

 

The Japan Superhuman Sports Society20 was founded in 2015 by sports advocate Masahiko Inami and pop culture policymaker 

Ichiya Nakamura. The society currently has more than fifty members, comprised of researchers and spokespeople from various 

professional fields including art, healthcare and science as well as creators working with a range of technologies including, but 

not limited to, VR & AR. The society’s mission is to change the future of sport by fully integrating humans and machines and 

promoting the ‘cyborg’ culture within sport.  

 

There are also a number of film and art-related uses of VR & AR technology. For instance, JTB Corporation has been working 

together with museums across Japan to present a new way of appreciating artwork through VR technology, to immerse the 

visitor in a moving image21. There have also been a handful of cinematic releases that make use of VR technology, such as Blue 

Thermal by Shinichiro Ueda, which acts primarily as a promotional feature for the manga of the same name22.  

 

Dentsu, an international advertising and public relations company released “Fanglass”23, a smart glasses device that enables 

spectators to immerse themselves in sporting experiences. This release is the first direct involvement of the company in AR after 

its investment in US-based startup LiveLike Inc24. In Japanese entertainment, AR has been used largely as a promotional tool for 

media franchises. For instance, TOHO, Japan’s leading production studio, ran an event in conjunction with Microsoft, in which 

winners of a lottery were invited to participate in ‘Godzilla Nights’ in Tokyo. Using Microsoft’s Hololens headset, the event 

                                                 
19

 CNET. https://www.cnet.com/news/neon-genesis-evangelion-vr-japan-app-line-universal-studios/  
20 The Japan Superhuman Sports Society. https://superhuman-sports.org/s3/   
21 Mogura VR. 2017. October 25th. -  https://www.moguravr.com/jtb-vr-mone/   
22 Anime News Network. 2018. July 1st - https://www.animenewsnetwork.com/interest/2018-07-01/blue-thermal-manga-vr-promo-takes-
players-to-new-heights/.133291  
23

 Dentsu Press Releases. 2018 - http://www.dentsu.com/news/release/2018/0618-009554.html  
24

 LiveLike, Inc. - http://www.livelikevr.com/  
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subjected those taking part to realistic displays in which the famous monster was seen attacking Tokyo. Ahead of the release of 

Mission Impossible: Fallout, Dentsu Live released an audio AR spy game on iOS, concentrated on the area of Shibuya in Tokyo. 

The title was altered to Mission Impossible: Shibuya Fallout in order to reflect the Japanese locality. The purpose of the game 

was to follow beacon-activated voice commands via an earpiece, move to certain GPS locations and respond accordingly via the 

app25.  

 

Another example of smartphone-based AR entertainment is Holomodels by Gugenka26 a service that uses Apple’s ARKit to create 

3D character models. In this case they are referred to as “figures” since they are essentially digitised versions of physical plastic 

figurines. Users can purchase themed packages from the HoloModels store. Once downloaded, users map out their desired 

canvas area via the smartphone screen. Then character features such as size, pose, and facial expression can be manipulated 

via the interface. 

 

Social 
 
Globally, there is a growing desire for VR & AR technologies to become more social in order to instigate greater bonding between 

people27. Teamwork and social connection are aspects that Japanese tend to value highly, so we can expect to see this being 

emphasised more in the near future.  

 

Cluster28, a Tokyo based company, was founded in 2015 by Johnson Tanaka and Naoto Kato. The service allows users to create 

VR ‘rooms’ to participate in meetings and social interactions. User avatars appear in the form of beings with robotic heads to 

differentiate from other social platforms. Cluster straddles the consumer and business arenas since rooms can be created for a 

variety of purposes, from watching a movie with friends to hosting a seminar for potential clients.  

 

A handful of companies have been building solutions around the idea of ‘AR dating’. So far, this has been geared towards single 

Japanese men who might work long hours with no-one to come home to in the evening. It also appeals to otaku (extreme fans 

of anime and pop culture) and whilst this concept may be niche in other markets, these kinds of things can gain popularity within 

the context of Japan. Mobile communications companies au and KDDI collaborated with Crypton Future Media on an augmented 

cafe dating experience with virtual VOCALOID idol Hatsune Miku. Similar explorations are happening in other technological areas 

such as AI. For instance, Gatebox29 created a smart holographic AI ‘assistant’ called Hikari Azuma, who takes on the form of a 

fully mobile anime character inside a lantern-like container. She can connect to appliances in the user’s home, and has the ability 

                                                 
25 Mogura VR. 2018. July 6th - https://www.moguravr.com/missionimpossible-sound-ar-game      
26 Gugenka (HoloModels). https://gugenka.jp/digital/holomodels.php   
27 Forbes. 2018. April 30th. https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnkoetsier/2018/04/30/virtual-reality-77-of-vr-users-want-more-social-
engagement-67-use-weekly-28-use-daily/#5a8f5d4418fc  
28 Cluster. https://cluster.mu/   
29 Gatebox. https://gatebox.ai/  
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to send and respond to messages. This idea encapsulates the ‘living with characters’ scenario that many Japanese find to be 

incredibly endearing.  

 

At the opposite end of the social spectrum is an app developed by Ryoshin Sekizai, a gravestone supply and maintenance 

company. Spot Message30 (previously known as Suma Tomb) allows users to leave messages for family and friends at particular 

GPS coordinates via AR technology. Originally, the concept was developed as a kind of portable gravesite - offering individuals a 

way to remember those they have lost, but it can also be used for living friends and family. 

 

Travel 
 
In general, the Japanese enjoy travelling but many of them don't have the time to explore the world as much as they might like. 

AR enables a more informed, guided travel experience while VR has the ability to transport time-poor people to other countries. 

When we think about the ageing population in Japan; limited mobility and health issues also mean that these technologies hold 

even greater potential for growth. 

 

As part of a wider strategy to promote tourism in Japan in the run-up to the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games, the 

Tokyo Metropolitan Government has implemented several 360° VR promotional videos. The idea is to immerse potential visitors 

in the wonders of three regions in Japan; Chugoku, Shikoku and Tokyo before their trip31. Award-winning Japanese airline ANA 

set up a VR travel experience called ‘Beyond Tokyo’ as part of their ‘JUST FLY’ incubator programme32. Beyond Tokyo was decided 

on as a way to celebrate Hachiko Day (April 8th 2018), the annual commemoration of the legendary Japanese dog. The service 

enables users to explore the neighbourhood of Shibuya in Tokyo (where the famous Hachiko statue is located) in 360° via an 

immersive audio, imagery and storytelling experiences. It is a collaboration with World Innovation Lab (WiL), HTC and The Soap 

Collective, a San Francisco-based developer of VR products. The experience is presented using HTC’s VIVE platform. 

                                                 
30

 Spot Message. http://spot-message.com/  
31

 Tokyo Metropolitan Government. 2017. March 3rd - http://www.metro.tokyo.jp/tosei/hodohappyo/press/2017/03/06/12.html  
32

 ANA. 2018. April 6th - https://www.ana.co.jp/group/en/pr/201804/20180406.html    
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Japan’s travel industry is being revitalised by VR & AR33 

 

In March 2018 Yahoo! Japan released an ‘AR Mode’ for their iOS map service. This features graphic representations of a blue 

path with guiding arrows, signposts indicating the remaining distance from destination, and one of Yahoo! Japan’s official 

mascots, Kensaku, to signal that the user has reached their destination. AR Mode even shows the user exactly where they have 

stepped by showing their footprints on the ground.34 

 

In 2009, the world’s first AR app ‘Sekai Camera’ was released by Japanese company Tonchi Dot (since renamed to Tab Co. LTD). 

Having enjoyed a spectacular debut at TechCrunch 2008 in San Francisco35, the app allowed tourists to view different types of 

information about sites of interest that had been stored via clickable ‘Air Tags’ in certain GPS locations. Although the app had 

amassed 3 million downloads with around 1.5 million Air Tags created by 201436, the developers announced that the service 

would cease so they could focus their resources on improving the ‘Tab’ application, which was set to be a replacement for Sekai 

Camera.  

 

Sendai City will make use of VR to enable visitors to view buildings and landmarks of interest that no longer exist. For example, 

if they became dilapidated or were destroyed to make room for modern buildings. The project has cost ¥25.7 million JPY 

(€198.419) to set up and will be available for all smartphones and tablets.37 In April 2017, Esashi town in Hokkaido gained official 

Japanese cultural heritage status and so, in order to reconstruct imagery of the herring fisheries that thrived in the Edo period, 

it was decided that VR would be implemented as a way of preserving that history and enabling visitors to enjoy strolling through 

                                                 
33 Flickr. https://www.flickr.com/photos/hansjohnson/20971902964  
34

 Impress. 2018. March 5th - https://travel.watch.impress.co.jp/docs/news/1109802.html  
35

 Techcrunch Japan. 2010. July 16th - https://news.mynavi.jp/article/20100716-a065/    
36

 Techcrunch Japan. 2014. January 22nd - https://jp.techcrunch.com/2014/01/22/tab-raises-400m-yen/  
37

 Mogura VR. (in Japanese). 2018. July 26th -  https://www.moguravr.com/sendai-vr-landmark/    
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the town whilst learning38. Dai Nippon Printing (DNP) partnered with leading travel company JTB to produce a ‘VR Hakone & 

Yugawara Campaign.’ In order to view the content comfortably, for a limited period of time, visitors were provided with 

cardboard smartphone holders, which were available from Tokyo and Kanagawa tourist offices until 31st March 2017.  

 

Alfanet39, a sales and promotions agency, offers three services that fall within the realm of the ‘virtual’. Firstly, there is the ‘AR 

Group Guide Tour’, which allows tourists to get visuals of the interior of a building which is not visible from the outside, as well 

as offering seasonal imagery such as a winter scene transposed to summertime. Second is ‘VR Travel Matching’, which assesses 

potential destinations by asking the user a series of questions. Once the program receives a certain number of responses, it will 

show the user complete CG environments that fit with the answers provided. Lastly, the ‘VR Virtual Walk’ is a 360° pseudo-

sightseeing experience which helps to rouse excitement as if the user was going on a real trip. 

 

First Airlines40 is the world’s first VR airline, offering guests holiday packages that expose them to the wonders of another country 

without ever needing to leave Japan. Each flight costs around ¥6,600 (€50), a fraction of the cost of a regular flight. Chefs are 

also on hand to provide ‘local’ cuisine from the country in question. To add to the authenticity, take-off and landing procedures 

still take place, just as they would in a real flight situation, and passengers are equipped with VR headsets so they can enjoy 

learning about their chosen destination41.  

 

  

                                                 
38

 Print and Promotion. (in Japanese). 2017. March 17th  - https://p-prom.com/user/?p=15791  
39 Alfanet - http://alfanet.co.jp/  
40 First Airlines. http://firstairlines.jp/  
41

 Japan Times. 2018. February 19th - https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2018/02/19/business/corporate-business/tokyo-venue-offers-

virtual-reality-flights-see-sights-paris/#.W17lQ9JKjDc  
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Business Applications of VR & AR 

 
Gartner Japan, a global research and advisory firm, analysed the maturity, adoption and social application of VR & AR in Japan. 

The company uses its proprietary tool called Hype Cycle© to analyse cycle stages of different technologies. In its report42, the 

company gives a visualisation of the rate of adoption of VR, AR and MR after the release of the first devices aimed at enterprises 

in 2016. According to their findings, VR is currently at the peak of inflated expectations meaning that the sector is receiving a lot 

of media attention focusing on success stories, while other companies are failing. AR has passed the peak of inflated expectations 

and is further down the road in the process of understanding how it can benefit enterprises. However, both technologies have 

to go through a trial and error process before reaching real productivity for businesses. The sectors that are currently benefiting 

the most from AR and VR usage are the medical sector, architecture and design. Principal IT Infrastructure & Security Analyst at 

Gartner Japan, Eri Haryuu, considers that the use of VR & AR improves business performance and efficiency as well as 

opportunities for collaboration. She also believes that VR & AR are valuable for businesses and sectors which do not allow for 

any mistakes and those that have a substantial impact on people’s lives. 

 
 

Medical 
 
Healthcare is one of the industries which has started to reap the benefits of VR & AR. Goldman Sachs estimates that the 

worldwide market for healthcare and medical use for the technologies will represent €4.4 billion in 202143. We can expect Japan 

to be a primary target market for healthcare and medical applications especially, again, with the country’s aging population, 

which will ultimately drive demand for improved treatments. VR & AR will enable practitioners to increase the quality of care 

they offer by using surgery simulations for example. Japanese healthcare providers have already started using some AR/VR 

treatments and researchers use these new tools to better understand diseases. This is the case with dementia, where 

researchers and medical facilities use VR to help patients. Silverwood44, an operator of rental apartments for the elderly, created 

a VR experience that enabled the general public to experience dementia and help people empathise with sufferers of the 

disease. Janssen Pharmaceutical also released a VR experience called “Virtual Hallucination”, which gives people insights into 

symptoms of various mental illnesses. Admitting to having any kind of mental anomaly is still particularly taboo in Japan but 

implementing VR can help to build more awareness and compassion for those patients. Japan is also starting to adopt VR-based 

treatments. For instance, the University of Tokyo is using the technology to treat Phantom Limb Syndrome. People who have 

lost limbs often experience pain, but by using VR the brain is tricked into thinking the limb is still attached to the body. Another 

initiative is MediVR, a Japanese startup founded by two doctors, which offers “a rehabilitation program using Virtual Reality, 3D 

                                                 
42 MyNavi News (in Japanese). 2018. January 19th - https://news.mynavi.jp/article/20180119-vrar_gartner/  
43 Goldman Sachs. 2016. January 13th. https://www.goldmansachs.com/our-thinking/pages/technology-driving-innovation-folder/virtual-

and-augmented-reality/report.pdf  
44 VR Ninchisho Project. (in Japanese). Accessed 2018. October 8th - https://peraichi.com/landing_pages/view/vrninchisho 
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Tracking, and Artificial Intelligence technologies”.45 The founders believe in providing training that combines cognitive and 

physical exercise to help patients improve.  

 

More and more healthcare professionals are advocating for the use of VR & AR in the treatment of illnesses, but also for 

educational purposes. Supporters of VR & AR use in the medical field have grouped together to form the Japanese Society for 

Medical Virtual Reality46. The Japanese startup HoloEyes47 received €1.12 million in 2017 to develop its solution that helps 

surgeons plan their surgical operations through simulations that create 3D models of human organs based on patients’ CT scans. 

The company hopes to build as complete a database as possible once the data has been anonymised in order to recreate various 

health conditions within a virtual space. This makes it simple to train young surgeons and improve their efficiency. We 

interviewed the Co-founder of HoloEyes, Naoji Taniguchi, and asked him how he got involved in the meditech field. He told us 

he met his Co-founder, surgeon Maki Sugimoto, after reading an article about how he was 3D printing human organs.  He was 

also already using mention sensors and high resolution images and the two men found synergy in their common interest for 

technology. In meditech, the key is having good connections within the medical community. Although the medical world tends 

to be quite conservative, HoloEyes’ technology is already used at hospitals for actual procedures. Surgeons and institutions were 

convinced of its usefulness after being educated about the benefits, and Japanese patients did not oppose this. Holoeyes is 

supported by a sales partner who is already specialised in selling medical devices. The company is now thinking about offering 

a solution targeting dentists as well as a service for medical education and training. 

 

Big Japanese corporations have also entered the VR field. One example is Sumitomo Mitsui Aioi life insurance, who created a 

VR experience to help patients experience the latest medical technologies and advances. The goal is for their customers to better 

understand the range of available choices in terms of treatment and ultimately to sell plans covering these advanced healthcare 

techniques.  

 

VR can also be used for fitness. The German company ICAROS48, which sells a machine enabling virtual reality fitness, started 

selling its product in Japan in 2016. The user can improve their fitness while feeling as though they are flying through the sky. 

The startup is currently focusing its efforts on the B2B sector as the ICAROS machine costs €8400. 

 

The potential of VR & AR in the realm of healthcare and medical has not yet been fully realised in the Japanese market. Based 

on the aforementioned examples, we can expect to see an increase in demand for this. Innovative companies specialising in the 

field would do well to prioritise Japan at the top of their target market list. 

 

                                                 
45 MediVR - https://medivr.jimdo.com/  
46 Japanese Society for Medical Virtual Reality - http://www.jsmvr.umin.ne.jp/  
47

 HoloEyes - http://holoeyes.jp/en/  
48 Icaros - http://www.icaros.com/  
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Construction 
 
VR & AR have also been progressively introduced into the architecture and design sectors. For instance, Taisei corporation, a 

building construction company, uses the technology to visualise the airflow and improve the cooling efficiency of their data 

centres. Meiden corporation is aiming to use VR as a tool to provide safety training which will also improve workers’ efficiency 

and productivity. According to Eri Haryu of Gartner Japan, the solutions provided by VR & AR respond to a specific niche need 

of construction companies. This in an industry that needs a platform that enables workers to view details of multiple sites and 

to visualise large-scale projects. VR & AR can also be used at the design stage to simulate the amount of light entering a home 

and demonstrate it to customers, increasing levels of efficiency in sales and marketing. 

 

Aviation 

 
The aviation industry is another field in which Japanese companies have started implementing virtual reality. Japan Airlines was 

a pioneer in this respect, as it began using the technology as part of its maintenance solution in 2014. Now the company is using 

Microsoft’s Hololens to train engine mechanics and flight crew wanting to become co-pilots. The airline’s staff can be trained in 

3D instead of using 2D printouts and materials. Mechanics are able to look at engine parts in real time instead of having to wait 

for an aircraft to become available for a practice run49.  

Marketing and Advertising 

 
Hakuhodo, a major advertising and public relations company, established a specialized VR & AR factory in October 2016 to apply 

these new technologies to client promotion and marketing techniques. In November 2016, the company started offering “the 

VR factory for media” service targeting media companies “offering visual environments, distribution platforms, and content 

creation for virtual reality (VR) applications.50” Dentsu and the company Atali51, jointly developed the VR tool Comolu52 which 

aims to help creators come up with new creative ideas. The headset takes the creator into a virtual 3D space where they can 

upload images and videos and play around with them freely. Users can also search for images by voice or virtual keyboard and 

search for the latest VR news.   

 

                                                 
49

 Microsoft Press Release, 2016, 21st of July https://enterprise.microsoft.com/de-de/articles/industries/hospitality-and-travel/japan-

airlines-und-hololens/ 
50

 Hakuhodo News Release. 2016. November 25th -  
http://www.hakuhodody-media.co.jp/english/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/ENG_HDYmpnews20161125-1.pdf  
51

 Atali. http://www.atali.jp/  
52 Comolu. http://comolu.info/  
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Education 

 
The Osaka Institute of Technology introduced Schneider’s EcoStruxure(™) Augmented Operator Advisor, a tool that enables 

operators to superimpose the current data and virtual objects using augmented reality technology. The device will be used in 

the robotics and design department53. Waseda University has also made use of the Galaxy Gear VR headset as a tool for teaching 

students in the Science, Technology and Arts department how to create VR content54.  

RESEARCH IN VR & AR 

Japan is a worldwide leader in AR research with over half of worldwide researchers based in the USA, Germany and Japan. There 

are 23 leading top researchers in Japan compared with 26 in the US, spread across only 8 universities. Japanese universities also 

publish a large volume of research papers, with 377 published by just 7 researchers stationed at Nara Institute of Science and 

Technology. Tokyo University published 123 papers written by 4 researchers. Hideo Saito from Keio university published 84 

reports alone55.   

 

Japanese corporations often collaborate with universities for research and development purposes. For example, Sony donated 

a chair to Tokyo University related to the further development in the field of “Human Augmentation Study”. The research looks 

at how new technologies such as VR & AR can be new components of an enriched personality. The university held their first 

workshop about how communication changes when using avatars56. 

VR & AR-RELATED ISSUES 

Japan has started seeing issues relating to VR & AR but has not implemented solutions nor has the sector been given any form 

of regulation. This is also the case for Western countries. VR & AR technologies are nascent and regulators often cannot 

anticipate the problems that could be brought about by new technologies, as was the case with the dawn of the internet.  

 

The Location-based VR Association, Inc.57 which includes companies offering immersive VR experiences at brick-and-mortar 

spots such as theatres and arcades think about future regulatory issues. The Association offers some guidelines regarding the 

best practices in the industry. They also discuss, for instance, issues regarding the minimum age for using AR applications. Shortly 

after its establishment, they gave a presentation on the 8th May 201758 which gathered speakers from big, well-known names 
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 Mogura VR. 2018.  August 21st - https://www.moguravr.com/ar-oit-schneider-electric/  
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 Mogura VR. 2018. April 9th - https://www.moguravr.com/galaxy-waseda-vr/  
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 Medium. 2018. May 22nd - https://medium.com/@marknb00/where-in-the-world-is-ar-vr-research-happening-ddebbdc6436b  
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in the industry including Hashilus59, Bandai Namco and Sony Entertainment. The association’s goal is to grow the VR gaming 

industry while addressing the problems raised by this new technology. They debated the potentially damaging effects of VR on 

the development of children under thirteen years old, trying to contest the argument by stating that there are no strong scientific 

studies to back it up. They are also concerned that children under the age of thirteen will be less likely to participate in family 

activities because of VR, as well as looking at the potential medical advances and educational solutions provided by the 

technology. The issues surrounding children also involve the protection of data and industry players have agreed not to let 

children between the age of seven and thirteen use the technology without parental consent.  

 

As it represents the largest segment, gaming has been a main point of contention for issues with VR & AR. Sony experienced 

difficulties in expanding its VR facilities because of the Entertainment and Amusement Control Act which includes strict rules 

that limit a rapid and aggressive expansion across the country. Pokémon Go also caused some tension in Japan, with at least 

four people being killed in traffic accidents while playing the game. Other incidents include players entering a kindergarten as it 

was indicated as a PokeStop. A lawyer specialised in IT emphasised the need to regulate who technically “owns” virtual spaces60. 

In our interview with HoloEyes, Naoji Taniguchi shared the concern of medical institutions regarding the risk of a breach of 

confidential patient data. The company anonymises data, transforming it into so-called “polygon data” as is also done in the 

gaming industry. We can expect the same issues to be raised for VR & AR services targeting industries and corporate clients.  

VR & AR EVENTS 

Below is a selection of events relating to the VR & AR industry taking place in Tokyo. Trade shows are a very effective way to 

foster business connections in Japan. They also attract a large international audience especially from Asia which offers 

exhibitors good visibility. These events are also filled with conferences and presentations from the most knowledgeable 

industry leaders. 

 

Exhibitions at Content Tokyo (Tokyo Big Sight) 

http://www.content-tokyo.jp/en 
Content Tokyo attracts international visitors and exhibitors and is divided into different sections. It is one of the biggest 
exhibitions in this category in Japan, so you can expect more people to be able to speak English here. 
 
Advanced Digital Technology Expo 
http://www.content-tokyo.jp/en/About_e/Consists_of/CONTENT-NEXT/  
Special exhibit zone VR/AR/MR world 
http://www.ct-next.jp/en/  
150 exhibitors and 46,000 visitors.  
 
3D and Virtual Reality Expo 
http://www.ivr.jp/en/Home/  
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This event gathers approximately 89,000 visitors for 2,454 exhibitors in 2017. The fair is 3 days long and includes specialised 
sections divided between 3D, AR, Head Mounted Display and 3D maps. 
 
Wearable Expo 
https://www.wearable-expo.jp/ja-jp.html  
This event also takes place at Tokyo big sight and runs for 3 days, hosting 163 exhibitors and 14,751 in 2018. 
 
Unite Tokyo 
http://events.unity3d.jp/unitetokyo2018/index.html  
Unite Tokyo takes place over 3 days, features 40 exhibitors hosts around 6000 visitors. It is a worldwide event showcasing the 
latest developments in the content-creation engine. It gives attendees the opportunity to engage with artists, developers, 
teachers, filmmakers, researchers, storytellers and other like-minded creators. Unity is one of the most popular video game 
engines, and has been the platform of choice for a huge raft of titles in virtual reality (VR), offering an affordable option to 
those wanting to get into video game development.  
 
Japan VR Summit 
http://jvrs.org/en/  
The Japan VR Summit hosts 600 visitors and takes place at Tokyo Big Sight. It is more of a forum for panel discussions and 
demonstrations at VR/AR booths. 
 
Siggraph Asia Tokyo 
https://sa2018.siggraph.org/jp/  
Siggraph is an event focused on CG and Interactive Techniques in Asia, mixing conference and exhibition. It is a very 
prestigious global event, known for the publication research on CG. Most of the participating companies are in the 
engineering, graphics, motion picture, or video game industries. 
 
Digital Content Expo 
https://www.dcexpo.jp/  
An international event consisting of exhibition, symposiums, seminars, stage events on the subject of the most recent digital 
content technology. The event lasts 3 days. 
 
VR Event Calendar on Mogura VR 
https://www.moguravr.com/event-calender/  
The Google calendar available on Mogura’s website (some events they list are not the most relevant to the industry but it’s 
still a good idea to check it) 
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FUNDING AND SOURCES OF INVESTMENT IN VR & AR 

Japan is a country where big companies recognise the potential of VR & AR and as a result, invest in this field. European SMEs 

have many chances to seek investment from and set up partnerships with Japanese investors who have experience doing 

business abroad and who are actively looking for investment opportunities. 

This is true in the case of Yahoo! Japan, who partnered with San Francisco-based VR fund teams in 2017 in order to get insights 

into the VR & AR sectors that would help them to make informed investment choices. This partnership also provides the 

company with access to innovative companies at a very early stage61. The partnership involves helping the VR Fund’s portfolio 

companies to gain access to the Japanese markets as it benefits from having the market knowledge and connections of a global 

online leader. 

 

Softbank is another major investor in startups, including internationally-based VR & AR companies. The Japanese tech giant 

invested $520 million (€433 million)  in British startup Improbable62, which is specialised in virtual simulation. The company is 

now planning to expand into the Chinese market. 

 

Japanese gaming giants are also very active investors in this sector. Mobile gaming giant GREE Inc. also launched a VR investment 

arm in San Francisco called the GFR fund, which focuses on growing early-stage startups that are disrupting the consumer 

entertainment industry. GREE Inc.’s portfolio includes the multiplayer online virtual reality video game VRChat, Silver TV, a 3D 

live-streaming platform for watching eSports, and Littlstar, a VR global platform. They recently raised $18.3 million (€15.7 

million) to continue their investment63. Portfolio companies praise GFR’s support in helping them to expand internationally. 

Teppei Suzuki, CEO and Managing Director of the fund stated the following in an article on VR: “We are committed to providing 

the expertise and guidance needed to help our portfolio companies interact with other investors, and drive strategic partnerships 

with U.S. and Asian corporations that can help them grow and succeed.”64  

 

One of GFR’s more recent investments includes Facemoji, a New-York based startup that offers camera-driven avatars for live 

game streaming and video chat. Colopl Next, a subsidiary of the gaming company COLOPL, is another specialised VR & AR fund 

with a longstanding investment history. They set up a $50 million fund (€43 million) in 2017 specifically to invest in companies 

creating virtual and augmented projects65. The fund has backed more than 30 companies so far with the goal “to develop games 

                                                 
61 The PE Hub Network. 2017. June 7th - https://www.pehub.com/2017/06/the-vr-fund-teams-up-with-yahoo-japan-to-invest-in-ar-and-vr-
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and video images within the group, while investing in business fields that the group doesn’t cover on its own.” Akatsuki, a 

Japanese global gaming and entertainment company also launched an investment fund at the end of 2017 worth $50 million 

(€43 million) focusing on augmented reality.  The AET Fund aims to invest in US and internationally-based startups at Seed and 

Series A stages with the goal of expanding the company’s footprint beyond gaming. Their portfolio is currently comprised of 

eight companies. Gumi, another global mobile game publisher based in Japan, also showed interest in investing in VR & AR 

startups with a $2.5 million investment (€2.15 million) in Berlin-based VR Gaming Startup Playsnak66. The gaming giant also has 

an industry incubator called Tokyo VR Startups. 

 

Finally, the METI (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry) started providing subsidies in 2017 to create contents that utilise 

technologies such as VR & AR to promote Japan’s local regions.  The projects have to be below ¥10 million (€77,500) to be 

eligible for a 50% subsidy. Companies will have to follow METI’s guidelines and partner with local businesses.  

 

RISKS AND BARRIERS TO GROWTH 

 
● It is a challenge to democratise the technologies so that they are consumed en masse by the general public and not only 

tech savvy people. 

● People don’t buy google glasses and VR headsets because they the price points are still too high and there are not 

enough applications outside the gaming sphere yet.  

● Software developers are not creating products because of the low diffusion of hardware outside gaming. This is quite a 

vicious circle and there needs to be a more substantial push for innovation.  

● There is a risk is that VR & AR will end up staying fixed in niche fields for too long, for example being limited to gaming 

and industrial uses. 

● For mobile gaming, there is not enough of a data allowance to support the practical implementation of the technology. 

Shinichi Emoto of GREE VR Studio said there is a lack of mainstream VR & AR-enabled devices on the Japanese market, 

which in turn makes those targeted games less accessible. There have also been issues with the graphics in VR & AR 

games, as well as the sheer amount of data necessary to power them. As a result, they currently represent just 1% of 

GREE’s total output. 
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INTERNATIONALISATION OF JAPAN’S VR & AR SECTOR 

Global Expansion Strategies of Japanese Companies 

● Japanese investors are not shying away from investing in foreign companies as long as they have potential to succeed. 

They understand the need of internationalisation and diversification of investments. 

● The pitfall of many Japanese companies is that they focus on the domestic market without thinking about the next step 

of international expansion from the start. Companies such as STYLY (Psychic VR Lab) show a real open-mindedness and 

despite being a young company, they hired a foreigner born and raised in Japan to oversee their international 

development. 

● Most Japanese companies will think about expanding to the US before any other regions as it represents the biggest 

market for VR & AR, but for representatives of smaller ventures this is still a very challenging market if they do not have 

the appropriate knowledge. For GREE, the US is an obvious step as Japanese games are very widespread there, especially 

those which feature key characters from Japanese popular culture, such as Mario or Final Fantasy. 

● In our Interview with HoloEyes, Naoji Taniguchi told us that they were considering the US and Singapore as the next 

step for their international expansion. The US is often a region that Japanese startups will consider primarily because of 

its large market, especially in healthcare. However, Taniguchi said he also visited Berlin and was impressed by the city’s 

startup ecosystem and the government’s support in developing it. 

 

Foreign Companies in the Japanese Market 

 
In 2017, DreamWorks partnered with Honda to create an in-car VR experience called Honda Dream Drive, starting with the Trolls 

movie. The purpose was to create a virtual entertainment system which featured games and interactive elements that were 

linked with live telematics to follow the movement of the vehicle itself. The software kit could then be sold onto other companies 

to be adapted as desired. Through this, DreamWorks could offer their entire catalogue of animated content. The system was 

unveiled at CES in January 2017 and has been in further development since. There is also a plan to enable device-to-device 

communication via online connectivity. DreamWorks’ Chief Animation Technology Officer, Jeff Wike, has said: “Working with 

Honda has enabled us to bring our collective talent together to explore and identify opportunities in adapting and creating new 

forms of consumer engagement."67 

 

Microsoft established a collaboration with the Tokyo VR Startups (a subsidiary of Gumi) incubation programme to provide its 

BizSpark platform. This gives participants the chance to gain free access to development tools and resources that will grow their 

businesses. Companies that have made use of these tools include medical VR content provider HoloEyes, and InstaVR, which 
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allows developers to create VR apps and distribute them. In addition to having access to the suite of cloud-based tools such as 

Microsoft Azure, Technical Evangelists from the company are on hand to give mentorship to participants when required. 

 

In 2017, ASUS announced that they were working on Zenfone AR, a smartphone with built-in AR and VR support for systems 

including Daydream VR and Tango. It contains advanced technology in the form of the company’s proprietary TriCam System, 

including a 23 million pixel camera with motion tracking capability. An infrared sensor can map out and recognise the user’s 

environment, making it ideal for use with VR & AR apps. The phone has been developed first for the Japanese market.  

 

VUZIX, the US-based supplier of smart glasses, partnered with Toshiba from 2017 as part of a three-year plan to offer customised 

versions of their M300 smart glasses running on Windows software, renamed dynaEdge AR100. The company is a leading name 

in the wearable technology industry and has offices in Tokyo. In the year since the announcement, VIZUX worked aggressively 

through the design stage and finally entered production in March 2018. The target market for the product is primarily enterprise 

since the glasses allow for the seamless communication and viewing of documents. 

 

There are also a handful of Asian companies active in the Japanese market. Most notably, Taiwan-based HTC VIVE is a major 

player in the VR headset sector as it developed Oculus Rift. HTC has a strong reputation worldwide in this regard, so it is perhaps 

unsurprising to see the brand’s broad presence in Japan. Blippar, a technology company offering a technology of the same name 

through an AR app targeted to advertisers using visual discovery. The company entered Japan in 2014 and found a local partner 

to manage their brand. Unfortunately, they had to close their office in 2017 following a change to Blippar’s business model68 

and mixed results in Japan. Today the company has pivoted towards an Artificial Intelligence visual search engine that lets users 

identify whatever they point their phone cameras at. Rather than a being a real failure in the Japanese market, we can say that 

the company had difficulties adapting to the Japanese market and culture. The Japanese office was not unprofitable but was 

not able to create consumer traction towards its brand name, which was unknown in Japan. 

 

IKINEMA is the only European company we found that is active on the Japanese market. IKINEMA specialises in animation 

software for motion capture, games and virtual reality. Because of its specialisation, the company has always been interested in 

the Japanese market and found clients in Japan including the gaming giant GREE. IKINEMA is collaborating with GREE to develop 

the technology behind Vtuber platforms and the company believes that “VTuber is a trend that will be soon popular in any 

country”. The IKINEMA VR technology GREE and Wright Flyer VR Lab have harnessed enables realistic motion of the virtual ‘idols’ 

which is paramount in the success of their newly launched virtual YouTube hosting platform. IKINEMA’s CEO recently gave an 

interview about how his company contributed to the Virtual Youtuber success69. IKINEMA Orion is also harnessed by individual 

users, and other Japanese VTuber companies. The company also uses VR in other countries in terms of interactive theatre, for 
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example. IKINEMA also collaborates with other Japanese gaming companies to make their characters more realistic during 

gameplay. 

 

Conclusion: How much of a leader Is Japan in the VR & AR World? 

 
Whilst Japan is currently quite some way behind the US market in terms of VR & AR as a whole, its strength lies in the gaming 

and entertainment sector. There is good potential for the industry side to adopt more VR & AR solutions. They will want to 

improve their levels of efficiency due to the declining population and the rise in number of elderly citizens. When it comes to 

innovation on a global scale, besides the burgeoning gaming companies, HoloEyes is one of the exceptions, breaking new ground 

in the healthcare sector. 
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OPPORTUNITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

● Make the most of the fact that there is a lack of foreign VR & AR companies 

The Japanese market is dominated by domestic companies in this sector, so there is an opportunity space for European 

ventures to expand. The industrial sector for VR & AR in Japan is still relatively small but looks set to grow over the 

coming years. This opens up a gap for foreign ventures to provide missing expertise.  

 

● Attend relevant events and grow your network 

European VR & AR ventures can find events in Japan that fit with their mission.  This can help to build interest from 

potential Japanese partners or investors. It is worth ensuring that all promotional materials have been localised in a way 

that is both appropriate and can appeal to the Japanese market, and that a Japanese representative is present. Siobhán 

Hofma, Head of PR and Communications at IKINEMA, offered the following advice: 

 

“Understanding the local market and culture is key, as well as building long-lasting relationships and being 

present at events and with local media.” - IKINEMA 

               

In his interview, Etsuji Kameyama also underlined the importance of long term relationships when doing business in 

Japan even after a sale has been concluded. 

 

● The entertainment industry is in full bloom 

In particular, European VR & AR gaming software companies should look at getting in touch with the notable Japanese 

gaming giants, who tend to be more open to collaboration. IKINEMA is a prime example of how this kind of collaboration 

can work. 

 

● Find a local partner 

 

“Partnerships are very important for any company entering this market. We also work closely with SEGA, 

Nintendo, Bandai Namco, Sony, Square Enix, Capcom, Toyota, and more companies in Japan and those 

relationships help us better understand the market the culture and the needs of our clients.” - IKINEMA 
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● Give consumers a chance to interact with VR & AR technologies 

 

The IDC report mentioned previously70 suggested that brands should try to increase the number of opportunities for 

their consumers to interact with related products outside of dedicated exhibitions and events. This will increase 

awareness and spur their propensity to use them in the future. 

 

● If you offer a B2B solution, educate your clients to the benefits of the technology 

Etsuji Kameyama shared with us that most of his clients have no clear idea of how to use VR & AR. A lot of them consider 

the technologies as fun and need to be guided about how they can be useful to their business. It is especially important 

to make them understand the benefits when applying AR/VR technologies to their business. For instance, it can 

contribute to better efficiency thus reducing costs, improve accuracy and safety. 

 

● Pay attention to aftercare service 

Some Japanese consumers have a negative view of foreign brands because of their lower level of service and aftercare 

compared with local brands.  

 

● Consider using Japan as a test market 

Japan will soon adopt 5G which is necessary to run advanced VR & AR technologies. You can use Japan as a test market 

for your product and services. Kameyama also believes that big Japanese operators will be looking at opportunities in 

the VR & AR fields once 5G services become more efficient. 

 

● If Japan becomes one of your largest markets, hire a local at your head office 

IKINEMA hired a Japanese native speaker to work on developing a stronger bond and cultivate the relationship with 

their clients. They offered the following advice: 

 

 “By having a local hire in our team helps us work with partners and customers more closely and build a 

stronger bond which is extremely important and appreciated by both sides and cultures”. IKINEMA 
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